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This newly revised version of The Dental Assistant provides comprehensive information for shorter

programs allowing users to extract specific information and use the remaining material as a

supplemental resource and on-the-job reference. Readers will appreciate the user-friendly format

and easy-to-understand language. Review questions reinforce chapter material and aid in

preparation for certification and licensure examinations under that state Dental Practice Act. OSHA

guidelines are included to focus attention on the importance of safety and infection control.

*Step-by-step procedures give students a practical understanding of the process *Dental specialities

have been expanded to give students a more in-depth understanding of each *Key terms are

defined both within the text and the glossary, facilitating learning *Suggested activities strengthen

comprehension and reinforce procedure exercises *New chapters introduce digital radiographic

imaging so students understand electronic imaging methods *Pharmacology chapter provides an

overall classification of drugs found in a dental office *Includes more illustrations and tables than

previous editions, making it easier comprehension of material and quicker reference Supplements
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This book is very good. After being a chairside dental assistant for twenty years and on the job

training, this is excellent for training someone in from scratch (which I am about to do). It is very

detailed in some areas that an assistant does not necessarily use, but answers the mental



questions about the Doctors procedures that one might never ask. It also teaches the basics and

the in depth information that one would learn and want to refer back to that evening to review. It is a

great book to have "before" you begin the job, so once you begin, you can understand the what and

the why of the procedure. You will need to practice the hands on techniques that the book illistrates,

and you will be on a roll!

I cannot stand this book when it comes to using it for a text book. I run a dental assisting school,

that we purchased from a doctor out of California, and I could not imagine why this book was his

suggested text. I much prefer "The Essentials of Dental Assisting", by Debbie S. Robinson CDA MS,

and Doni L. Bird CDA RDH MA, as I learned on.

Help me by reviewing the questions on the test questions from the original text book. It's more of a

teachers manual book . It help me though .

excellent book, really wished it was hard back....

Didn't arrive on time, but the book is helpful
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